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The recipe for disaster / In the name of a right/ 

By Semreteab Hagos         08/25/13 

Picture this for me – first imagine a profession -  journalism or press which by its inherent 

nature is empowered with publicity and is very handy for manipulating the people and 

then picture  immoral journalists and a  press who are willing to write anything that could  

catch a reader’s eyes for more sell more money  then put in the pictures  wounded 

opposition groups filled with resentment,  self-righteousness and who opposes and 

disagrees with everything the government does even if the action is beneficiary to the 

people and then put in the  international governmental and nongovernmental 

organizations and institutions who award convicted terrorist journalists and interfere in 

matters of the nation ,the independence of the judiciary by demanding their release and 

then there is the government whose attention is focused on development  and who is 

committed and fighting poverty like never before but who is continuously being distracted 

by terrorism from this journalists and who is being pressured because this organization are 

demanding for no interference from the government as a leverage for donation and loan 

which this country desperately needs and picture also the condition of the country whose 

unity and peace is volatile because of a history of civil war and  poverty.  

There is also   foreign enemies, who support the terrorism financially , arming them and 

training them to curtail the growth and disrupt the peace and unity of the country and   

finally there is the people and me who still have horrible memories of the Derge regime 

rule and who hears about Arab spring terror in neighbor countries and who lives  in a 

country that embraces divers religions and who constitutes more than 80 ethnic groups –  

so this is what makes a recipe for disaster and a downfall of this country. 

The arsenal the main ingredient in the recipe is the allegation of Freedom of speech right 

and free press is being repressed in this country. Those who allege that the right is 
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restrained are saying so just because some journalists, some opposition groups who 

dissimilated terrorist writings and some extremist terrorist Muslim’s were imprisoned. 

The synonym for restrain is control, limitation. What is the current situation I ask myself? 

Whether Freedom of speech right and free press right is being repressed in Ethiopia and if 

so to what extent and what is the justification? I have tried to see this accusation from 

different angles that I believed to be relevant; like the concept of human rights on 

limitations, from the angles of terrorism risk, from the activity of the journalists and the 

government’s duty for the country and the people; to judge if their outcry is deserving or 

not. 

As a civil right freedom of speech is recognized under our constitution it also stipulates that 

it must also be interpreted in accordance to international human rights instruments. The 

government has executed its obligation in recognizing and ensuring human rights are 

respected and it has also established the necessary institutions for their implementation 

like the ombudsman and the human right commission.  

Freedom of speech is not absolute and has an exception. As a civil right it is a privilege of a 

citizen irrespective of the value of the individual but it also includes limitations to the 

individual power or action and of course a free press is also necessary for Democracy but 

freedom of the press is also not absolute. The censorship in Ethiopia is not felt or touch all 

levels of artistic, intellectual or personal expressions – it’s  concerned  on  security issues  

with due consideration to the public interest which contain terrorist elements.  

But as stated in international laws, the government to implement its obligation on human 

right it is necessary for the state to impose duties on the citizens of the nation. The 

government should also priorities in determining what is worthy or necessary to the 

people pragmatically recognize the right and then due to this constraint, arrange social and 

economic inequalities so that everyone benefits. . The government’s duty is not only 

refraining from violating or restraining some right it has also a duty to protect the 

individuals from violating or infringing by others individual. 
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The principle that the press may not be used in situation that creates obvious and eminent 

danger to a major interest that the government has a right or duty to protect is 

implemented throughout the world 

There should be a balance between the individual need in maximizing the enjoyment of the 

right and at the end of the line, the interest of a society in general. Their question for no 

limit in their expression right compared to the endangerment on the life, peace and 

security of this country , especially  because of terrorism is insignificant almost irrelevant. 

A restrain on human right does not constitute as violation of the rights either in the 

constitution or international human rights instrument if it takes place for a reason that is 

recognized as a justification for infringing the rights.  The  litmus paper for the justifiability 

of the infringement is whether the violation is the result of a carefully weighted interest. 

The limitation resorted by the government was severely required by the necessities of the 

situation which is the risk this country is facing because of terrorism. 

Law and order are a necessary evil the enforcement and enactment of laws in a country is a 

foundation for order and the bases for a civilized peaceful community.  

When it comes to press related offences one should recognize that because of the 

profession’s nature offences related with the press are treated differently and a different 

principle   applies to it. This different  consideration or caution on the profession is applied 

throughout the world .Professor Genen Graven in his commentary on the 1949  criminal 

code of Ethiopia writes that  Press related offences is not subject to the same principles as 

participation in other offences because  a press offence normally has wider impact than 

another offence , it is also difficulty to prosecute and punish because  so many persons may 

be involved in the commission of the offence also the true author may not be revealed 

immediately or at all since he/she is entitled to remain anonymous ; due to this it requires 

a  quick suppression. 
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Accessing the current situation, It is plain clear that the people of this country are 

expressing their opinions in their social circle and using media of their own choosing. One 

could also see their expression, hear their voices on comments posted on the internet; 

using words that could not have been used had the right been repressed form the citizen.  

Even Convicts from prison and exiled criminals are also publishing their material and their 

books are being distributed in the country being sold on the streets and in cafes . Some 

authors whose works have been heavily censored or who were not allowed to be published 

during the emperors and Derge regime are now publishing their work using the 

“uncensored ……..” title. But because of the nature of the offence and the illegal activities of 

some of the journalists and the press and the risk of terrorism has forced the government 

to restrain it. 

As any other profession journalism also has its own code of Ethics; their code of ethics 

demands them to adhere to objectivity, should not be a political view advocate, that there 

should not be a conflict of interest and the profession is not to be used for advertisement. 

They are using their profession for spreading their own political view and advocating for 

opposition party they support. They are using the profession for money making and 

terrorism. 

From the concept of human right in relation to  restraint the Universal Declaration of 

Human Right while talking about freedom for human beings it also states dignity, reason 

and conscience to detect behavior.  that a human being is not free in defining the standards 

of conduct, but that in doing so he or she should take into account what reason and 

conscience disclose. Responsibility is a necessary result of a right. A duty to respect the 

right of other persons and duties to contribute to the common welfare make it possible for 

the state to assist and provide in ways which enable everyone to enjoy their Social, 

economic and cultural rights 

In my opinion the content of their choices of subject matter the subject is immaterial and 

useless . I don’t need them to tell me that I am living under poverty I know it every one 

knows it the government also knows it and fighting it. They are exceedingly antagonistic to 
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everything the government does or says even in projects that are developmental they still 

have a negative issues to point at. for instance the great Ethiopian Renaissance  dam project - 

for me and for the people of this country is so noble and is a dream come true and the 

people and the government are fighting and sacrificing a lot to make it a reality for this 

project is the exit door from poverty but this so called courageous concerned journalists 

and freedom fighters dared to criticize it.  

They could only see the evicted people from their homes and that this project has made this 

country a target for war –endangered our relation with Egypt –they are against the project 

and their antagonism is irrational and for me as an Ethiopian they are incomprehensible. 

Expropriation is being implemented in the towns and it’s not a secret and the fact that 

people are being evicted is beyond irrelevant compared to the gain; the relevant issue is 

whether or not the people evicted were compensated or not . Their unwillingness to stand 

up for their country in front of our enemies is embarrassing Could a true concerned 

Ethiopian say this? They should be ashamed to call themselves Ethiopian or a concerned 

journalist? 

In relation to religion they say they claim that the people need extensive coverage on going 

anti- government protests staged by Ethiopian Muslims .what does extensive coverage 

mean especially an ongoing one at that .this could be noting but provoking or instigating 

more protest  a campaign for more member for a terrorism cause and a  manipulation of 

the people so this shows how thoughtful  they are for their own gain compared to the risk 

or the consequence of this coverage/ I don’t need extensive coverage I don’t need this 

country to be the next victim to the Arab spring I want peace , safety and security I would 

rather not know. 

Had they stopped at just being negative the government and the law would have ignored it 

so long as they did not come in the way of matters of the state but when they get involved 

with terrorism the law and the government had to step in to control their irresponsible, 

illegal and terrorizing activities and their imprisonment and the restrain is justifiable from 
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every angle conceivable. They could not and should not use it as a base for allegation of 

human right suppression or outcry. 

There had to be a restrain on their subject matter especially if their choice of subject 

matters is terrorism. Since there audience trust the media the people could be reactive at 

the slightest provocation/stimuli from this journalist and the media watchdog since they 

are fanning the flame. The terrorism that occurred so far in the country has demanded the 

terrorism proclamation. the fact that the country’s unification, the actions of some of 

opposition groups and foreign enemies demands the enactment and the implementation of 

the proclamation so the imprisonment of the convicted journalist on terrorism charges is 

the result of rule of law for breaching the anti terrorism proclamation. Every country even 

the preachers of human right advocates have taken extreme measure to fight terrorism. To 

quote our late prime minister the proclamation was copied word by word and selected 

from them. 

United Declaration on Human Right, Article 1 speaks about a spirit of comradeship; the 

worldwide communities are not opponents or competitors who create danger to each 

other. Other states must have a duty and a concern for the wellbeing of other and of the 

community as a whole. This duty is based on the dignity of others and on the social 

character of human beings. 

Far from brotherhood sprit and dignity the awarding organizations are encouraging the 

terrorists and political unrest in this country through their recognition, awarding them and 

demanding for the release of convicted imprisoned terrorist journalists. Their selection for 

awarding them is not made by an in depth look in to their true action, due consideration 

was not given to other interests and rights of the people and the country. 

Had these organizations viewed their conviction objectively with no ulterior motive they 

would have realized the conviction was a legal remedy of their illegal action and the danger 

they present to the country. 
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One of the criteria for their allegation of human right restrain is their imprisonment when 

they are only “being critical courageous reporters” and because some opposition groups 

are using this door and continuously writes to these organizations protest letter. 

Their journalism activities is not so innocent, professional and involves  more than meets 

the eye .A critical reporter is who shows or writes about the flaws in the government to 

make the public aware in the matters of state but the journalists that were awarded were 

not critical .There news  and posted articles was  reckless ,speculative and terrorizing . The 

result of their action to the public life, safety and sense of security was huge. The anti-

terrorism proclamation is and should have been regarded, recognized and respected as a 

law and as a result of a necessary measurement for the risk to this country for what it truly 

is.  

The So called media watched dog have attached for the allegation of  restrain of human 

right the fact that 49 journalists have fled the country between 2007 and 2012 but they 

have not really looked it to the truth or the fact behind their flee and the size. The truth is 

that they are not living because of politics or because their right is suppressed. They are 

living just like every other migrants to work in the western/developed countries and the 

journalist are using the political asylum guise to get a visa - - using the guise of right 

suppression by the government to get a visa. 

Unlike the awarding organization impression of them as a critical and courageous writers 

the Public faith and my faith in the press was shaken by the July 2, 2013, most of all their 

involvement with foreign enemies of ours and oppose the Renaissance Dam project also by 

the attempted disturbing coverage of the late prime minster illness and death ---- the 

coverage of such issue even those who put a finger at this country believe that there should 

be a restraint on Early and full coverage about certain matters.  

In the United States coverage on terrorist attacks is believed, that it could lead to wild 

rumors and panic for example the CBS and NBC networks and some other news 

organizations adopted formal guidelines calling for full coverage of the news but for 
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responsible restraint to avoid playing into the hands of terrorists.  They argue that delayed 

news might avoid excess, erratic or overreaction and panic.  

They are stirring controversies on religions and ethnicity issues while screaming for 

freedom of speech right as a pretext. They have their own political agenda for our country 

and this need not require evidence history tells the whole story – their true motive behind 

criticism on human rights issue and their peace keeping cover. 

Even those organization that is demanding the release of the convicted terrorist journalists 

admits the necessity and the justifiability of the proclamation because of the risk the 

country faces form terrorism.. For instance Amnesty international had acknowledged when 

the terrorism proclamation was promulgated that there is a risk in this country. So 

 If this country is endangered with terrorism what could this government could possibly do 

to Control it and to remove this cancer of the country?  Immune the terrorists from the law 

just because they are journalists? 

Terrorism’s effectiveness or power is best seen by its capacity to attract attention or in this 

matter the public ear to the terrorists and their cause or goal by the psychological impact it 

exerts over a nation and its citizenry. It creates an environment of fear and empowered 

with coercion that the terrorists can manipulate by generating publicity and focusing 

attention on the organization behind the attack, it is designed to create this power. What 

could create more publicity than the press and the journalist it is all in their hand .the press 

and the journalism profession is publicity by its nature or inherent in the profession and 

the best or easiest way of attracting attention without organizing an attack or being 

suicidal. It’s all in their hand with the  means and cover for a way out of trouble the whole 

package for terrorism/ to disguise their criminality with a cover of a right./ 

The anti-terror proclamation no.652/2009 states that any act, speech ….with the aim of 

advancing  a political ,religious or ideological cause and intending to influence the 

government , intimidation the public, destabilize or destroy the fundamental political, 

constitutional, economic or social institutions of the country is prohibited. 
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Adding fuel to the fire now the uprising of some of extreme Islamists in this country is 

being mentioned along the proclamation and along the imprisoned journalists and 

allegation of freedom of religion and non-interference by the government is being asked 

but this is also unjustifiable since in the restrain and the conviction as mentioned above is a 

necessary measurement because it is terrorism and is creating fear for the right to life 

,safety and security of the citizen and the country.  

As a citizen I fear for my life and safety and most of all for the county’s peace, security and 

safety .The destruction and the unstably of the countries who fell victims of the Arab spring 

make It a good lesson /an example/ to our country not to fall a victim to it especially 

considering the religion diversity that exists in this country it could be a fire that cannot be 

put out. From the angle of my personal life what stands most is my sister who works  in 

Merkato Dashen bank near the big Anwar mosque – since her lunch break and the prayer 

time is the same the whole family  is terrified for her life and safety especially on Fridays -

Juma days where most of the opposition occurs. 

The international governmental and non governmental institutions involvement in this 

especially their demand for the release of the imprisoned journalists makes me question 

their true motive and since the actions taken by the government and the justifiability of it 

and the fact that they still get involved ; one could only infer that they are using the 

allegation as  A pretext for the invasion and manipulation of a weaker and poor country 

than them since two foreign reporters has also been charged under the anti-terror 

proclamation for communicating with terrorist opposition groups. 

For Instance the Murdock case in the United Kingdom shows the potency of the media as an   

arsenal for manipulating the people and the politics of the country and the effect it is 

capable of. This have been a wakeup call even for the most developed countries in relation 

to the need for control on the media so why should it be different or otherwise for my 

country especially given the danger this country faces from the media is far greater than 

there’s .Ethiopia’s survival and peace is at risk from terrorism and the irresponsibility of 

the protestors and the nature of the profession demands to control and restrain it.  
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We have so much to work on the government has started a lot of big projects like  

Renaissance dam project, MDG and the rail roads to mention a few and in the mean time we 

have to also protect the foundation on the peace, unity and the commitment on 

development but most of all for our survival so there should be antidote for disaster. 

So in the end the antidote for the disaster falls on the government to keep doing what is 

doing best which is enacting laws and enforce or implement the law to keep the peace in 

the country and eradicating terrorism form this country .But in the meantime a 

government without the peoples help could do nothing. Since the government is the people 

of this country.  

I quote Lao Tzu’s teaching from the Tao Te Ch’ing “What is firmly established cannot be 

uprooted .what is firmly grasped cannot slip away. It will be honored from generation to 

generations “. To firmly establish and to firmly grasp this country existence, unity, the life 

and survival of the people a restrain must exist on those who breach the law and on those 

who disguise behind a question of right. 

The evolution of human right has a broad background of political and social determinants; 

The background to name a few are the law and its limitation and other social and political 

interests like a realistic approach to the security, safety and stability of the country based 

on the current condition level of the country. 

Ethiopia consists of 80 nations and a nationality, ethnicity issues has been the question of 

minorities and a sensitive issue in this country. To add fuel to fire the Islamic movements 

have been disturbing the peace of the country so to sum up this country is a bomb ready to 

explode at the slightest provocation. The reality and infancy of this country unity, peace 

and political stability requires percussion from all .Also the country’s sovereignty from 

inside and outside demands no intervention from this hypocrite , setting up double 

standard and detached so called concernedness of human right and  profession. 

Does a legally justifiable limit on a right could be interpreted as no right? The justifiability 

of the limit in relation to the above mentioned interest makes the restrain extremely 
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justifiable so the only thing left to say to the rest beware of the law and have the decency 

and consciousness to detect your conduct and the so called concerned organizations must 

be able to distinguish between promoting a right and interfering in others right and setting 

double standards. 

 


